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Abstract 
This paper provides an overview of the conventional therapeutic stimulation methodologies and 
proposes a more effective stimulation approach based on a consideration of the inherently fractal 
nature of normal biological dynamics. There are varying forms of physiological stimulations in-
cluding the use of electrical currents, electromagnetic fields, temperature change, ultrasound, 
light and so forth. These stimulation therapies can be categorized into three main modalities: 
electrical stimulation modalities, thermal modalities, and non-thermal modalities. Electrical sti-
mulation modalities include therapeutic techniques where electrical current is directly applied to 
the body of treated subject. Direct application of electrical current to the brain also falls under this 
category. Thermal modalities consist of stimulations that induce temperature change on the body 
for therapeutic effects without the direct transfer of electrical current. Non-thermal modalities 
functions through energy transfer without directly applying electrical current and without the ef-
fects of temperature change. A fourth miscellaneous category for stimulation techniques consists 
of the stimulation effects of music along with physical stimulation as in massage therapy. Common 
to most of these therapeutic strategies is that the stimulation is delivered at certain fixed periods 
or frequencies. We introduce some rudiments of fractal dynamics, and the notions of self-similar- 
ity, scale-invariance, and long-range correlation or memory in the dynamics of a system. We 
present evidence that fractal dynamics is commonly observed in healthy physiological systems 
while unhealthy systems are shown to veer away from fractal dynamics towards periodic or ran-
dom motion. This difference in dynamics can be observed in many biological signals such as in 
neural activity, heart rate variations, and breathing patterns. We propose that an optimal stimula-
tion technique should thus be one that encourages an unhealthy, non-fractal pathological system 
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towards a healthy, fractal dynamic. Given the ubiquity of fractality in healthy biological dynamics, 
we argue that a fractal pattern of stimulation is a more optimal approach to functional restoration 
than the widely used conventional periodic stimulation, which may further consolidate the exist-
ing pathological dynamics. 
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1. Introduction 
Numerous therapeutic devices currently exist with the purpose of treating diseases through an externally gener-
ated form of stimulation. The forms of these stimuli include direct electric current, magnetic and electromagnet-
ic stimulation, ultrasound, light, temperature change through convection, conduction or conversion, physical 
pressure, and auditory transfer. When employed under the appropriate conditions, these stimuli are shown to 
have a beneficial physiological effect on the treated subject. Electrophysical agents (EPA’s) operate on the basis 
of transferring energy to a physiological system and may be categorized into electrical stimulation, thermal and 
non-thermal modalities [1]. Direct electrical stimulation can excite sensory and motor nerves when applied to 
parts of the body as well as alter physiological healing processes through an electric field. Both electrical and 
non-thermal modalities can also play a role in mental health by assisting the alteration of the chemical makeup 
of the brain and influencing the synaptic plasticity of the brain. Thermal stimulation modalities function by us-
ing temperature to influence blood flow, inflammation, edema, metabolic activity and the extensibility of colla-
gen tissue [2]. While some treatments are more developed or understood than others, the most effective method 
for the design and application of these devices is not apparent. Majority of existing stimulation devices emit pe-
riodic patterns for treatment, yet the efficacy of this method may not be optimal. 

A look into the nature and concept of fractal dynamics in physiological networks may indicate a novel theory 
on how stimulation therapy can be better approached. In the field of nonlinear dynamics and chaos, fractals are a 
well-known phenomenon that exhibit scale-invariance and self-similarity in its dynamics. Fractals can be ob-
served and applied in multiple disciplines including but not limited to nature, astronomy, computer science, fluid 
mechanics, physics and medicine. Nature, for instance, reveals its inherent fractality through geometrical struc-
tures, such as the bifurcation or pattern of tree branches, lightening, snowflakes, and the tributary network of 
rivers. This spatial self-similarity is in stark contrast to the repetitive or unpredictable nature of periodic or chao-
tic dynamic systems, respectively. The concept of fractal can also be applied to temporal fluctuations. For in-
stance in economics, the recession and growth of the economy as well as the rise and fall of the stock market 
portrays a time-dependent, self-similar pattern [3]. 

Fractality is widely observed in physiological processes. Fractal characteristics are observed in the physiolog-
ical variables recorded from normal, healthy individuals while unhealthy individuals show periodic or chaotic 
dynamics. These findings have been evident in physiological measurements as in the electroencephalogram 
(EEG), breathing pattern, heart rate, oxygen saturation level and blood cell dynamics of healthy individuals and 
patients [4]-[7]. These general observations suggest that the restoration of normal fractal dynamics and hence 
function is the central role of the stimulation methodology, and raise the question as to whether the periodic pat-
tern of stimulation in widespread use is optimal in promoting a return to aperiodic, healthy fractal dynamics. 

This paper will examine physiological stimulation modalities and their effectiveness along with the concept of 
fractal dynamics, its relevance to human pathophysiology, and its potential application towards stimulation therapy. 

2. Therapeutic Stimulation Devices 
Numerous stimulation therapies have been scientifically confirmed while others are considered to be closer to a 
pseudoscience. The field of therapeutic stimulations covers a wide range of techniques where the stimulation 
method can exist in varying forms such as the direct transmission of electrical current, thermal energy, non- 
thermal energy, physical force or auditory output. Electrical current, thermal and non-thermal energy stimula-
tions may be categorized under electrotherapies. 
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2.1. Overview 
There is some debate about the terminology of electrotherapy modalities and their classifications. This paper 
will interpret electrotherapy as electrophysical agents (EPA’s) and classify the types of EPA’s into electrical 
stimulation agents/modalities, thermal agents/modalities, and non-thermal agents/modalities (see Table 1) [1]. 
While not every EPA is accounted for and stimulation therapies are not limited to just EPA’s, the objective in 
this section is to examine underlying concepts of stimulation techniques. Thereby, the effectiveness, mechan-
isms and implementation of selected treatment therapies will be examined with the goal of obtaining a deeper 
understanding of the interaction between the stimuli and physiological system, while opening to the possibility 
of optimizing all stimulation therapy modalities. 

2.2. Electrical Stimulation Modalities 
Electrical stimulation modalities deliver small electrical currents through electrodes to the skin or bodily tissue 
of the treated subject to induce therapeutic effects to the relevant area of the body. They differ in comparison to 
thermal and non-thermal modalities by directly conducting electricity to alter physiological mechanisms within 
the body. A large portion of electrical stimulation modalities are used to treat musculoskeletal injuries or condi-
tions by stimulating the peripheral nervous system (PNS) as well as neurological disorders involving the central 
nervous system (CNS). 

A common modality shall be selected for the introduction of electrical stimulation modalities. Transcutaneous 
electrical nerve stimulation (TENS) is a well-known modality largely used for the management of pain. TENS 
delivers biphasic electrical pulses through electrodes that are attached to the surface of the skin. High frequency 
(>50 Hz) currents with low intensities are generally used to stimulate sensory nerves while low frequency (<10 
Hz) currents with high intensities are used to stimulate motor nerves [8]. 

 
Table 1. Classification of electrotherapy modules or electrophysical agents.a                                         

Electrical Stimulation Agents/Modalities (A) Thermal Agents/Modalities (B) Non-Thermal Agents/Modalities (C) 

Transcutaneous Electrical Nerve Stimulation (TENS) Infra Red Radiation (IRR) [Pulsed] Ultrasound 

Interferential Therapy (IFT)/Interferential  
Current (IFC) Shortwave Diathermy (SWD) Low Intensity Pulsed  

Ultrasound (LIPUS) 

Faradic Stimulation Microwave Diathermy (MWD) [Pulsed] Shortwave Therapy (PSWT) 

Neuromuscular Electrical Stimulation (NMES),  
Electrical Muscle Stimulation (EMS) 

Other Radio Frequency (RF)  
Therapies 

[Pulsed] Laser Therapy: Low-Level  
Laser Therapy (LLLT)/Low Intensity 

Laser Therapy (LILT) 

Functional Electrical Stimulation (FES) Hydrocollator Packs Low Intensity RF Applications 

Iontophoresis Wax Therapy Pulsed Electromagnetic Field (PEMF) 

Galvanic Stimulation Hydrotherapy Ultraviolet Radiation (UVR) 

Twin Peak Monophasic Stimulation or High  
Voltage Pulsed Galvanic Stimulation (HVPGS) Fluidotherapy Phototherapy 

Diadynamic Therapy Ultrasound Therapy Electrical Brain Stimulation (EBS) 

H Wave Therapy; Action Potential Stimulation (APS) Laser Therapy Pulsed Magnetic Therapy 

Russian Stimulation: Medium Frequency Stimulation Cryotherapy/Cold  
Therapy/Ice/Immersion Therapy [Pulsed] Ultrasound 

Rehabilitation Box (Rebox) Therapy; Self-controlling 
Energy Neuro Adaptive Regulator (SCENAR) Therapy Infra Red Radiation (IRR)  

Microcurrent Therapy (MCT), Microcurrent  
Electrical Neuromuscular Stimulation (MENS) or 

[Pulsed] Low-Intensity Direct Current (LIDC) 
Shortwave Diathermy (SWD)  

Electrical Brain Stimulation (EBS)   

aAdapted from Reference [1]. 
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Both peripheral and central nerves can be affected in TENS. The gate-control theory of pain and endogenous 
opioid system are the two theoretical underlying mechanisms that support the use of TENS. The gate-control 
theory of pain, originated by Ronald Melzack and Patrick Wall, reveals the reduction of the transmission of no-
ciceptive C-fibers in the spinal cord by means of exciting the mechanoreceptive A beta (Aβ) sensory fibers at 
high frequency (90 - 130 Hz) [9]. The excitation of Aβ fibers has also been shown to suppress A delta (Aδ) fiber 
nociceptive processing [10]. These results support the theory that a neural gate mechanism with secondary affe-
rent neurons in the dorsal horn of the spinal cord exists. Inhibitory neurons in the spinal cord prevent pain sig-
nals from reaching the brain unless the stimulation of small diameter fibers (Aδ and C fiber) occur, thereby 
opening the neural gate for pain signals to pass through. The activation of the lower threshold and larger diame-
ter Aβ fiber reduces the noxious stimuli of Aδ and C fibers, thus reducing pain. 

Using low frequency (2 - 5 Hz) to stimulate Aδ fibers, on the other hand, causes the release of encephalin, an 
endogenous opiate [11]. Encephalin is a naturally occurring endorphin which regulates nociception and reduces 
the activation of noxious sensory pathways. Evidence of the release of differing opioids at varying frequencies 
has also been shown using TENS treatment. Studies have shown the increase of β endorphins, enkephalin, dy-
norphins and opioid agonists [12]-[14] as well as the activation of opioid, serotonin, and muscarinic receptors 
sites, and the involvement or activation of opioid and α-2 noradrenergic receptors [15]-[18]. 

From the electrophysiological mechanisms of TENS, distinctive techniques to optimize the treatment can be 
formed. Adjustable parameters that influence the output characteristics of the electrical pulses are the pulse 
width (duration), pulse rate (frequency), amplitude (intensity), electrode placement and pulse pattern (mode). 
The effectiveness in varying these parameters has yet to be completely researched and is mostly inconclusive or 
situation dependent. 

As a result, five main TENS modules exist, which are conventional TENS, acupuncture-like TENS (AL- 
TENS), brief intense TENS, burst mode TENS and modulation mode TENS (see Table 2) [19]. These modules 
differ in the use and pattern of the aforementioned parameters in order to produce the desired pain-relieving ef-
fects. Traditional TENS uses constant, periodic short pulses to electrically stimulate at a local site. AL-TENS 
and brief intense TENS are similar to traditional TENS but with differing frequencies, intensity and pulse widths. 
Burst mode TENS and modulated TENS consist of slightly more parameter variation than the aforementioned 
methods and implement more than one type of frequency. 

Habituation has been shown to occur under repeated administration of TENS [20] [21]. This accommodation 
may be due to opioid tolerance as shown in rat studies [22]. Modulation between high and low frequencies show 
that it is possible to reduce or delay the affects of accommodation [23] [24]. On the other hand, pharmacological  

 
Table 2. Main transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation (TENS) modules consisting of traditional TENS, acupuncture-like 
TENS (AL-TENS), brief intense TENS, burst mode TENS and modulation TENS.                                     

TENS  
Module 

Description 

Parameters Characteristics 

Traditional or  
conventional  

TENS 

Emits short pulses (50 - 125 µs) at high frequency  
(90 - 130 Hz) and low intensity. 

Stimulates the pain gate mechanism. Results in a  
rapid onset of analgesia but the effects do not  

remain relatively long post-treatment. 

AL-TENS Operates at low frequencies (2 - 5 Hz) and high intensity  
with a pulse width of approximately 200 µs. 

Stimulates the opioid mechanism. Results in a slower 
onset of analgesia but the effects last longer compared  
to conventional TENS. AL-TENS also causes muscle 
contractions due to the stimulation of motor nerves. 

Brief  
intense TENS 

Emits a high frequency (100 - 150 Hz) current with a long  
pulse width (150 - 250 µs) using an amplitude near the  

patient tolerance threshold for a duration of 15 minutes or less. 

Results in a very rapid onset of analgesia with  
relatively long lasting effects. Stimulation may  

feel uncomfortable due to the high intensity. 

Burst  
mode TENS 

Burst mode TENS combines both high and low  
frequencies by using a baseline low frequency current  

while delivering high frequency bursts of electrical pulses. 

Activates both the pain gate and opioid  
mechanisms. Burst mode TENS still requires  

high intensity, but it is more comfortable  
in comparison to brief intense TENS. 

Modulated  
mode TENS 

Modulation mode TENS varies the frequency, intensity  
or pulse duration through a cyclic sequence starting from  

a baseline value to a pre-set value and back again. 

The variation in stimulation pattern helps to  
reduce accommodation effects. 
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solutions have been developed to prevent the tolerance of TENS treatment. Blockade of N-methyl-D-aspartate 
(NMDA) receptors using MK-801 as a competitive antagonist resulted in the prevention of analgesic tolerance 
in animal studies [25]. In another study, the blockade of cholecystokinin also prevents the tolerance of opioid 
[26]. 

Several TENS-like systems have been developed (see Table 1(A)) which operate under the same concept of 
delivering electrical current to bodily tissues through electrodes. Most electrical stimulation modalities treat 
neuromuscular ailments and neuropathies by stimulating neural endings. In contrast, modalities that use micro-
current—as in microcurrent electrical neuromuscular stimulation (MENS), rehabilitation box (rebox) therapy 
and self-controlling energy neuro adaptive regulator (SCENAR) therapy—operate under a different mechanism 
other than stimulating the nerve. Less than one milliamp of current is delivered to the body to treat various pain 
conditions, injuries and wounds. Microcurrent stimulation functions under the theory that the magnitude of the 
applied current is closer to the magnitude of the actual cellular current of the body. Injuries and defects tend to 
have a higher electrical resistance which causes the electricity in the body to take a less resistive path around the 
defect. The application of microcurrent overcomes this barrier and restores the cells to its original healthy fre-
quency while also restoring homeostasis by increasing cellular ATP production, protein synthesis, oxygenation, 
ion exchange and nutrient absorption [27]-[29]. Furthermore, it decreases inflammation and eliminates cellular 
waste products. As opposed to blocking the transmission of pain signals like in TENS, microcurrent stimulation 
promotes the regeneration of damaged tissues. 

2.3. Thermal Modalities 
In contrast to electrical stimulation modalities, thermal modalities operate on the basis of temperature change 
through non-electrical transfer of energy. Thermal-based therapies may induce heat by conversion techniques 
such as infrared radiation, electromagnetic energy, radiofrequency, ultrasound or laser. Heat or cold may also be 
transferred by conduction or convection through the use of physical substances such as hydrocollator packs, wax, 
water and air (see Table 1(B)). 

Nadler, S.F. (2004) provides a basic review on thermal modality applications and their physiological basis. 
While most thermal modalities increase the temperature of the treated area, cryotherapy uses substances to re-
move heat. The possible uses for cryotherapy include relieving acute and chronic pain and muscle spasms as 
well as decreasing metabolism, blood circulation, inflammation, edema, and extensibility [2]. One study showed 
a decrease in nerve conduction velocity and an increase in pain threshold and pain tolerance when cryotherapy 
was applied to the ankle [30]. It was speculated the reduction of conduction velocity occurred in the tibial nerve 
and based on a previous study, temperature could affect conduction velocity by altering the interaction between 
Ca2+ and its neural surface receptor, possibly delaying action potential generation [31]. Heat therapy, on the oth-
er hand, may be used to reduce pain and muscle spasms while increasing metabolism, blood circulation, in-
flammation, edema, and extensibility [2]. Similar to TENS, heat therapy is theorized to operate under the prin-
ciple of inhibiting afferent and efferent C fibres and/or increasing endorphin levels [32]. 

An example of a thermal modality is ultrasound therapy (see Table 1(B)). Thermal and non-thermal effects of 
ultrasound tend to occur simultaneously. However, this paper separates the two treatments based on the intended 
and more dominant effect. In this manner, there are two main types of ultrasound therapy, one uses high inten-
sity ultrasound causing a thermal effect and the other uses low intensity ultrasound where scattering of energy 
occurs inducing a non-thermal effect. 

Thermal ultrasound therapy uses continuous sound waves causing temperature change in bodily tissue 
through absorption. In other words, the acoustic energy from the ultrasound converts into kinetic energy in the 
form of heat. The amount of absorption that occurs depends on the area of treatment as well as the intensity and 
frequency of the ultrasound. Therapeutic frequencies tend to range from 0.7 to 3.3 MHz while the intensity can 
range from 1.5 W/cm2 to 3.0 W/cm2 [33]. A higher intensity generally correlates to an increase in temperature 
and the higher the frequency, the greater the absorption rate. The pulsing ratio also has a proportional effect on 
temperature where a lower duty cycle results in a smaller increase in temperature. 

While the focus of this paper is on innoxious stimulation treatments, it should be noted that some thermal 
modalities use intensities high enough to cause ablations, such as high-intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU). It 
should also be noted that there is controversy over the usefulness of ultrasound therapy and past reports have 
stated the ineffectiveness of this treatment for pain and musculoskeletal injuries, the lack of effectiveness for 
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pain or soft tissue injury in comparison to a placebo, and the lack of evidence and biophysical rationale of this 
treatment [34] [35].  

2.4. Non-Thermal Modalities 
Much like thermal modalities, non-thermal modalities may use stimulation techniques involving the emission of 
energy as in ultrasound, magnetic fields, electromagnetic fields, lasers, ultraviolet light, and radio frequency 
waves (see Table 1(C)). A key difference in the application of these similar therapeutic techniques is that non- 
thermal modalities tend to operate under lower intensities and consist of a temporally pulsed output. Unlike 
thermal modalities, the physiological effects of non-thermal modalities do not depend on temperature change. 
Rather, the body is affected through non-thermal energy transfer. Contrary to the previous two examples of sti-
mulation modalities, this section will examine the physiological impact of electrotherapy on the brain. 

A distinct class of EPA’s that falls under electrical stimulation modalities as well as non-thermal modalities 
are electrical brain stimulation (EBS) techniques for the treatment of mental disorders and ailments. EBS’s that 
fall under electrical stimulation modalities include electroconvulsive therapy, transcranial direct current stimula-
tion (tDCS), deep brain stimulation (DBS) and vagus nerve stimulation (VNS). EBS’s of the non-thermal mod-
ality include transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) and magnetic seizure therapy (MST). Possible modifiable 
parameters for EBS modalities are the current type (alternating versus direct), polarity of the electrode, frequen-
cy, intensity, waveform and pulse pattern [36]. 

While the mechanisms and etiology of neurological disorders is not fully realized and is still an ongoing 
science, it was determined that the disturbed connectivity of neural networks is an underlying symptom of these 
mental diseases [37]-[41]. As a result, extensive research has been performed supporting this notion of dysfunc-
tional connectivity in numerous ailments such as schizophrenia [42]-[46], major depressive disorder (MDD) 
[47]-[50], attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) [51]-[53], post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) 
[54]-[56], obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD) [57]-[60], Alzheimer’s disease [61]-[63], Huntington’s disease 
[64]-[66], Parkinson’s disease [67]-[70], autism spectrum disorders [71]-[74], and insomnia [75] [76]. 

The Hebbian theory proposes the concept of synaptic plasticity where the activation of cells strengthens the 
relevant synaptic network [77]. As an example, if a presynaptic neuron is active and excites a postsynaptic neu-
ron, the synapse strengthens. If a presynaptic neuron is active and the postsynaptic neuron is not active, the 
strength of the synapse is reduced. Thus, the strength of a synapse is experience-dependent on pre- and postsy-
naptic activity. It goes to follow that influencing the synaptic connectivity in areas of dysfunction could result in 
a desired long-term potentiation (LTP) or long-term depression (LTD). LTP signifies the continued effects of 
synaptic strength post-stimulation while LTD signifies the continued effects of a weakened synapse post-stimu- 
lation. Through this concept, EBS modalities were developed to encourage, discourage or reset the electrical 
connections and induce synaptic plasticity in the brain. 

Examining transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) as an example modality, TMS is a non-invasive brain 
stimulation technique using magnetic fields to influence the polarization of neurons in the brain. The therapy is 
performed through an electromagnetic coil appropriately placed near the head at the area of treatment where 
electromagnetic pulses are passed through the coil inducing an electrical current in the brain.  

A review by Thickbroom, G.W. (2007) summarizes TMS and its possible mechanisms and effects on synaptic 
plasticity [78]. TMS can stimulate excitatory pathways and generate synaptic activity leading to LTP using a 
short period of high frequency (generally around 5 Hz or higher). On the other hand, long periods of low fre-
quency stimulation (1 - 5 Hz) can induce depotentiation and lead to LTD. 

LTP and LTD are influenced by the same synaptic mechanism involving NMDA and AMPA receptors and 
the movement of cations [79]-[82]. Consider a model with a pre-synaptic neuron which releases glutamate and a 
post-synaptic neuron carrying two types of surface glutamate receptors, NMDA and AMPA. The glutamate 
binds to both post-synaptic receptors, opening a channel allowing certain cations to pass through. AMPA recep-
tors allow mostly Na+ and K+ ions to pass through resulting in an excitatory post-synaptic current or potential 
(EPSC or EPSP). While NMDA receptors are permeable to Ca+2, they carry a voltage-gated Mg+2 block and rely 
on a depolarizing current from the EPSP of AMPA receptors to have the magnesium block released. Conse-
quently, passing through the NMDA receptors, the influx of calcium ions binds to post-synaptic calmodulin 
(CaM) molecules containing two binding sites at the C-lobe and N-lobe of CaM. The preference between the 
two lobes that calcium binds to is dependent on certain conditions and yields differing effects. Calcium binds to 
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the C-lobe of CaM based on a rapid and relatively large increase in post-synaptic calcium concentration, which 
leads to an increase in the surface density and permeability of the AMPA receptors. On the other hand, a slower 
and smaller increase in post-synaptic calcium concentration causes the calcium to bind to the N-lobe of CaM, 
resulting in a decrease in the surface density and permeability of the AMPA receptors. As follows, in relation to 
TMS, a higher frequency may result in a strong removal in the voltage-gated magnesium block leading to a 
more rapid increase in calcium concentration and LTP. A lower frequency may have a weaker influence on re-
moving the magnesium block yielding a slower increase in calcium concentration resulting in LTD. 

A concept where the Hebbian theory is modified to regulate continuous positive feedback can be seen in the 
Beinenstock-Cooper-Munro (BCM) synapse [83] [84]. Instead of having continuously increasing potentiation or 
depression as the Hebbian theory would suggest, potentiation or depression is regulated to maintain homeostasis. 
The BCM model proposes a mechanism where LTP or LTD is encouraged depending on the threshold level of 
post-synaptic activity. In turn, the threshold level is on a sliding scale and changes to encourage potentiation 
when activity is low and depression when activity is high. 

While this paper only allows for a brief understanding of TMS and the underlying mechanisms at play, it 
should be noted that TMS does not only affect the local area of treatment, but may induce changes in other areas 
of the brain [85] [86] as well as alter gene expression patterns [87]. 

2.5. Other Stimulation Modalities 
Stimulations excluded from the class of EPA’s may include therapies that apply physical or manipulative pres-
sure and therapies that project sound and stimulate a patient through auditory means. 

Sound and music therapy is an auditory stimulation technique that can affect synaptic plasticity and play a 
role in psychotherapy. Therapeutic techniques can range from listening to music or sounds to singing, playing or 
writing music in combination with other activities such as movement, meditation or visual aids. Although some 
studies in music therapy consist of a small sample size or lacks a refined technique or is inconclusive, there is an 
accumulating trend that has shown auditory stimulation to have positive physiological and neural effects. 

Music can stimulate the biological system by manipulating a person’s respiration and heart rate, blood pres-
sure, brainwave activity, or emotional state of mind [88]. As a result, music has been show to be of assistance in 
the treatment of numerous mental health conditions including, but not limited to, autism [89]-[92], dementia and 
Alzheimer’s disease [93]-[99], ADHD [100]-[102], depression [103]-[105], Parkinson’s disease [106] [107], 
schizophrenia [108] [109], PTSD [110] and tinnitus [111] [112]. Music therapy may enhance cognitive func-
tions such as spatial-temporal reasoning in children, memory, and language skills [113]-[116]. Pertaining to 
ADHD and autism spectrum disorders, interaction with music can have a positive effect on children or patients 
with learning disabilities through improving motivation, joint attention behaviour, and communicative skills [89] 
[90] [100]. Addictive impulses may also be decreased through relaxation effects, improving mood or emotion, 
and increasing in energy levels [117]-[121]. 

Music also helps in the reduction of pain, anxiety and stress while improving mood, compliance and relaxa-
tion. The use of music for the reduction of pain has been researched in hospital and post-operation settings 
[122]-[124], for pediatric pain [125]-[127], and pain conditions such as labor, chronic, acute, and malignant pain 
[128]-[130]. However, a systematic review showed minor benefits of music therapy in pain treatment and con-
cluded that the role of music was questionable in its clinical importance [131]. Yet, another review on pediatric 
pain suggested further research was required and summarized the possible effects of music therapy through three 
interpretations [125]. The first interpretation being the allowance of sensory stimuli and the reduction of noxious 
stimuli transferred through the neural gate by means of the gate-control theory of pain. The second interpretation 
being the limitation of the emotional-affective component of pain due to music therapy causing a decrease in the 
activity level of the amygdala. Lastly, the third interpretation indicates that music therapy can be a form of dis-
traction, acting as a coping mechanism rather than a pain-relief mechanism. 

A study on the release of neurotransmitters and neurohormones due to music therapy revealed that an increase 
in melatonin serum, plasma norepinephrine and plasma epinephrine was evident after four weeks music therapy 
sessions with Alzheimer’s disease patients [132]. The paper speculated that the increase in norepinephrine and 
epinephrine could have lead to the increase in melatonin levels due to their role in the synthesis and release of 
melatonin. In turn, the increase in melatonin may have a hand in influencing relaxation and the mood of the pa-
tient. However, a six week post-session follow-up showed that only melatonin levels continued to increase while 
norepinephrine and epinephrine levels decreased back to baseline values. 
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Apart from music therapy, another stimulation module lies in physical pressure, force, and mechanical sensa-
tions, which can be applied through whirlpool tubs and airbaths as a form of balneotherapy or through manual 
and manipulative therapy. Manual and manipulative therapy lies under physical therapy and manual medicine 
and is typically used for the treatment of chronic pain, musculoskeletal disorders and rehabilitation. Massage 
therapy has varying evidence on its effectiveness towards chronic, non-malignant pain conditions. A review by 
Tsao J. (2007) revealed a higher amount of support for the effectiveness of massage therapy in non-specific 
lower back pain patients. However, other chronic pain conditions such as shoulder pain, headache pain, fibro-
myalgia, mixed chronic pain, neck pain and carpal tunnel syndrome have a sequentially decreasing amount of 
effectiveness [133]. 

Stimulation through massage therapy consists of a large market which can also be translated to mechanical 
devices and it plays a vital role in the reduction of stress and improvement of the quality of life. A general ob-
servation can be made in massage therapy where man-made massage chairs or platforms are significantly less 
desirable as compared to receiving treatment from a masseuse. 

Quite independent of the exact nature of the stimulation, the most effective temporal pattern of stimulation is 
yet unanswered. Periodic and random temporal patterns have been found to be useful to some degree, but an ef-
fective, theoretically and biologically justifiable pattern remains elusive. The normal physiological intrinsic bio-
logical dynamics, its properties and utility, will be examined in the following section. After which, a universal 
temporal pattern for stimulation will be proposed to which the biological system is most responsive, as well as 
optimal for functional restoration and enhancement. 

3. Fractal Dynamics 
All physiological systems, such as the nervous, metabolic, immune systems, are composed of interacting ele-
ments which collectively form a network. One theoretical framework for understanding network behaviour is the 
discipline of nonlinear dynamics, which takes into account of the nonlinear properties of the constituent ele-
ments in the network. 

3.1. Introductory Remarks 
To illustrate the concept “network as dynamical system” more concretely, consider a small network with few 
elements with varying degrees of sigmoid nonlinearity (Figure 1). By appropriate adjustment of the thresholds 
and strengths of excitatory (+) and inhibitory (−) connections in network A, the whole network can be approx-
imated with one element containing a single-hump function (B). 

 

 
(A)                 (B) 

Figure 1. A small network of elements with varying degrees of sigmoidal nonlinearity 
(A). Appropriate adjustments to the network connections lead to network B, composed 
of a single element with an approximated single-hump function.                        
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The dynamical behaviours of single-hump functions are well known. Now consider a logistic quadratic map 
with the parameter 0 < a < 4, where y = f(x) = ax(1 − x). xn can be plotted against xn+1 and x represents a varia-
ble that falls in between 0 and 1. The range of possible dynamical behaviours can be observed through deter-
mining the orbit {x0, x1, x2, …}; by changing the network connection strength or parameter, the behaviour can 
range from periodic motion with different periods to full-blown aperiodic, unpredictable chaos. 

These qualitative changes in dynamical behaviors may be captured in a bifurcation diagram (Figure 2), which 
plots x at large times against the parameter a. As the parameter a is varied, an orderly progression develops from 
periods 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 … to infinite period, beyond which chaos sets in, intersperse with an infinite number of pe-
riodic windows as the parameter continues to vary. This is the well-known period doubling route to chaos [134] 
[135]. 

These dynamics or motions can be characterized by examining the behaviours of these networks or systems 
when given similar inputs or perturbations. For regular or non-chaotic motion, Figure 3 shows different inputs 
within the black band that eventually end up in periodic motion or a fixed-point (period 1). In fact, all inputs  

 

 
Figure 2. Bifurcation diagram showing the qualitative change in 
behavior of x at large times with respect to the change in parame-
ter a within the range of 2.9 to 4, illustrating the period-doubling 
route to chaos.                                             

 

 
Figure 3. A quadratic map with exponential convergence of orbits 
with different initial conditions. Different environmental input 
values entering the network converges to the same periodic points 
or fixed point [135].                                             
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converge exponentially towards the fixed point or periodic points, irrespective of what the environmental input 
to this network. This exponential convergence can be characterized by the Lyapunov exponent λ [136], with λ < 
0 indicating the average rate of convergence. In contrast, when the parameter is such that the network is in chao-
tic motion, an exponential divergence (λ > 0) of nearby orbits for similar initial conditions or inputs is evident 
(Figure 4). This divergence generates very different network responses under very similar input conditions, 
which is not a desirable property for a biological system. 

From a theoretical standpoint, three options exist for the type of network dynamic that is most suitable for bi-
ological computation and control (Table 3). 

3.2. Fractal Dynamics in Physiological Systems 
Given these considerations, the fractal multi-scale dynamics would be prevalent in normal biological networks, 
and diseased systems would exhibit pathological dynamics of periodic and/or chaotic motions. Much evidence is 
in support of this contention. 

 

 
Figure 4. A quadratic map with exponential divergence of orbits 
with similar initial conditions.                                 

 
Table 3. Characteristics of three types of network dynamics.                                                      

 
Network Dynamic 

Regular or Periodic Motion Chaotic Motion Motion at the Edge of Chaos 

Lyapunov 
Exponent 

λ < 0 
Exponentially convergent 

λ > 0 
Exponentially divergent 

λ = 0 
Fractal 

Self-similar 
Multi-scale or scale-free 

Properties 

Insensitive to differences  
in environmental input. 

 
Rapid dissipation of  

information from  
environment—hence no  

dynamic memory. 

Exponential divergence of orbits or responses  
with small differences in environmental input. 

 
Rapid dissipation of information from  
environment—no dynamic memory. 

Long-range or power-law correlation. 
 

Motion has no exponential dissipation, 
hence long memory. 

 
Sensitive and therefore responsive  

to inputs from the environment. 
Most compatible with biological  

computation and control. 
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Patterns of human EEG have been recorded from different scalp regions from a normal subject and patients 
with different neurological conditions. A general feature is the multi-scale fractal EEG pattern of the normal 
subject. Patients with different neurological conditions, such as petit mal and grand mal seizures, display highly 
periodic dynamics [4]. Multiple random spikes were seen in patients with partial epilepsy, yielding a noticeably 
different pattern from the normal, healthy subject [137]. 

Several studies have found a decreased or abnormal complexity in the EEG activity of other various mental 
ailments including depression [138] [139], brain lesions due to stroke [140], schizophrenia [138] [141], and 
Alzheimer’s disease [142] [143]. A reduction in complexity may be an indication of neural activity moving 
away from a fractal dynamic. A study based on the complexity of EEG activity in stroke patients showed a de-
crease in fractal dimension for patients with lesions in the left or right hemispheres of the brain during the acute 
phase of stroke [140]. The lower fractal dimension was more noticeable in the affected area. It was also discov-
ered that a worse clinical recovery of stroke yielded lower fractal dimension values. Analyses of EEG activity in 
schizophrenic [141] and Alzheimer’s diseased [143] patients also showed an increase in complexity among cer-
tain regions compared to healthy subjects. 

Pathological periodic dynamics manifests itself not only in the CNS, but in the cardiopulmonary system as 
well, in Cheyne-Stokes breathing, and heart failure [5]. Furthermore, even in patients with myelogenous leuke-
mia, periodic blood cell dynamics were observed to have a cyclic pattern in white blood cell concentration over 
250 days as compared to a fractal-like pattern in healthy patients [7] [144]. 

In addition to the emergence of periodic dynamics (λ < 0), chaotic dynamics (λ < 0) can be observed in dis-
ease states as well. One paper depicts the heart rate variability of four subjects [6]. Of the four candidates, only 
the healthy subject exhibits the multi-scale fractal variations (λ = 0). Highly periodic motions (λ < 0) may be 
seen in two of the subjects in sinus rhythm associated with heart failure. The last subject depicts a patient with 
atrial fibrillation with an erratic heart rate, illustrating the possibility of the breakdown of normal dynamics (i.e. 
the dynamics of the healthy subject) into the pathological chaos-like dynamics (λ > 0). Similar breakdown into 
chaos can be seen in Huntington’s disease as well as in the gait pattern of the elderly [6]. 

Theoretical considerations and experimental observations all point to the fractal nature of normal physiologi-
cal dynamics, and a departure from fractal is an indicator of diseased processes. Since fractal dynamics lies be-
tween regular or periodic motion and chaos, it is often referred to as dynamics at the edge of chaos. In this re-
gard, the underlying aim of all therapeutic interventions, physical, pharmacological, surgical or otherwise, is to 
restore the network back to fractal motion, at the edge of chaos, away from highly mechanical periodic, or high-
ly unpredictable chaotic processes. 

3.3. Fractal for the Optimization of Stimulation Therapy 
The nature of the dynamics of the therapeutic stimulus to which the system is responsive and optimal for restor-
ing and nurturing a pathological system back to health resides in the fact that persistent scale-free fractal dy-
namics is the normal mode of operation for a functioning biological system. 

Since periodicity is the common temporal feature that underlies these cases, one may conclude that the 
non-fractal periodic external stimulus pattern can induce pathological, non-fractal seizure dynamics in biological 
systems. To elaborate, a periodic pattern of stimulation, by virtue of the plasticity of biological systems, may 
actually encourage the establishment of new, or entrenchment of existing pathological periodic dynamics, or 
both, thus defeating the intention of the therapeutic approach. On the other hand, by subjecting a patient with an 
existing periodic pathology to non-periodic fractal stimulation, the stimulation will encourage a fractal dynamic 
in the patient through Hebbian mechanisms. These considerations strongly argue against the use of periodic pat-
terns as optimal for therapeutic intervention. 

However, it is undeniable that the conventional periodic stimulus pattern has been successful in many clinical 
settings. This success may be attributed to the fact that when a constant sustained periodic stimulation is em-
ployed, the sustained nature of the stimulation, in the context of a dynamical system, actually serves as a para-
meter. As discussed earlier, parameter change does induce bifurcations, and if the bifurcation happens to bring 
about a desirable (fractal) dynamical state, then the periodic stimulus pattern would achieve its goal. A major 
risk, however, is the inadvertent consolidation of the existing pathological periodicity discussed above, a risk 
that is absent when fractal stimulation is deployed. 

In addition, periodic stimulation in TENS for relief of chronic pain has been observed to slowly lose its effi-
cacy as the treatment session progresses [20] [21]. This may be the result of habituation of the CNS to the mo-
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notone periodic pattern for activation. The use of a constant, periodic frequency may also dampen the subject’s 
reaction to the voltage or current pulse, resulting in a lower therapeutic effect over a period of time. Furthermore, 
for specified parameter settings, a stimulation modality may not have the same effectiveness for every patient or 
scenario. Thus, a solution could be to optimally increase the variability of the stimulus frequency rather than 
finding and implementing a certain frequency that may lead back to a periodic dynamic. A fractal pattern would 
then be an effective and natural way to implement an increase in variability. 

Past studies have shown evidence for certain stimulus patterns leading to pathological dynamics. For instance, 
epileptic seizures have been reported to be induced by periodic patterns of stimulation. They were observed in 
the use of strobe lights (photic-induced seizure) at certain frequencies and in clinical applications of TMS [143] 
[145]. Intraoperative electrocortical stimulations, used to help monitor and generate functional responses during 
tumor surgeries, are also well-known to have the adverse effects of causing epileptic seizures during operation 
[147]. Current intraoperative electrocortical stimulations use a periodic pulsed rhythm to stimulate the brain. 
These observations underscore the risks of periodic stimulus in either inducing or reinforcing pathological peri-
odic dynamics. 

Given the undesirability of periodicity as a stimulus pattern, we are left with randomness, deterministic chaos 
and fractals as options. A clue to the optimal pattern to which our own dynamics is most sympathetic is found in 
music. Music has been central to all cultures, and a common observation in most music is its fractal, multi-scale 
temporal character.  This characteristic is in stark contrast to our aversion to random noise (similar to chaos, 
though strictly not equivalent) which is sometimes observed in some contemporary music. Recently, it has been 
shown that fractal tones can be an effective tool for treating tinnitus. It was also found that the use of fractal 
tones was subjectively preferred over more periodic, steady-state-like sounds [148]-[150]. Sudden variations in 
amplitude, representative of a random system, were counterproductive as well. 

In regard to spatial fractal patterns, it has been demonstrated that a single electrode with fractal geometry was 
optimal in the delivery of current as compared to the non-fractal counterpart [151]. By extension, in conjunction 
with fractal temporal patterns, electrodes with a fractal geometry, together with a spatially fractal pattern of 
placement of these electrodes over a body region, may provide optimal therapeutic effect, particularly with spa-
tially distributed networks like the CNS. 

It may be deduced that the dynamic required is the dynamic at which the body is physiologically healthy. It is 
the fractal dynamics that is both sensitive and responsive, with which the body is most in tune and which exhi-
bits long-range correlation or memory. At the same time, by moving away from periodicity, the physiological 
system avoids the possible pitfalls of central habituation and further consolidation of existing pathological dy-
namics. 

4. Implementation and Possible Configurations 
The fractal sequence may be obtained through conventional mathematical methods: iterated function systems, 
L-systems, escape-time fractals, random fractals, or finite subdivision rule [152]-[156]. The fractal sequence 
may also be obtained through using the physiological measurements of a healthy biological system. Sequentially, 
the acquired fractal sequence is scaled to the desired magnitude relative to the appropriate output range of the 
stimulation device. One embodiment uses the inter-beat or RR interval of a healthy human subject, which has 
fractal variability. RR intervals are the time intervals between each heartbeat starting from the beginning of one 
QRS complex to the consecutive QRS complex. To minimize error, intervals between the peak R waves of each 
heartbeat can be measured through an electrocardiogram (ECG). By recording and appropriately scaling the se-
quential RR intervals, a fractal pattern that can be applied to therapeutic stimulation is obtained. 

The implementation of a fractal pattern for stimulation therapies must be taken on an individual or situational 
basis. The adjustable parameters that are selected to contain a fractal sequence should be relevant to producing 
an optimal treatment based on the principle mechanisms of the stimulation modality. Many physiological me-
chanisms operate on the basis of having a threshold limitation where a stimulus may not have the desired effect 
until it reaches a certain threshold. Therefore, an understanding of the therapeutic methodology and underlying 
principles would be necessary to experiment with fractal stimulation. Figure 5 shows possible configurations 
where a fractal system can be applied and how it should affect the physiology of the subjected patient. 

As an example, optimizing a TENS device would entail stronger analgesic effects, faster healing times, longer 
lasting effects post treatment, and the prevention of habituation. In modulation mode TENS, the frequency,  
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Figure 5. A schematic showing the sequence of procedures that eventually leads to a reversal of the pathological breakdown 
[157].                                                                                                  

 
intensity or pulse duration can be modified to deliver a fractal patterned current. Moving away from periodicity 
would likely reduce the tolerance of the patient towards the treatment. A higher variability in frequency and 
possibly in other parameters could also lead to the activation of more healing and analgesic mechanisms. It 
should be noted that the frequency should only vary within its appropriate therapeutic range. If the intensity is 
changed to hold a fractal pattern, a maximum and minimum threshold should be set to prevent painful, noxious 
stimuli or intensities that have no effect. Other parameters that may be considered are the electrode placement 
and electrode shape, however, in TENS therapy, the placement of electrodes are usually conformed to certain 
regions based on the ailment being treated. 

Fractal stimulation can be similarly applied to other TENS-like modalities in the same fashion. In certain 
electrical stimulation modalities which use microcurrent, the physiological principle is based on a cellular level 
where cellular activity is likely to follow a more complex, fractal dynamic rather than a simple periodic one. As 
follows, a fractal stimulus may optimize or be more effective in improving cellular functions such as ATP pro-
duction, protein synthesis, oxygenation, ion exchange and nutrient absorption. 

Similar to the TENS module, the application of fractal patterns to thermal therapy can be a way to limit ha-
bituation and increase effectiveness. Thermal modalities applied through conversion (ultrasound, diathermy, etc.) 
may be modified by varying their frequency, intensity or pulse. Modalities using convection (fluidotherapy, hy-
drotherapy) can vary the strength, pulse, temperature, or the placement where air or water is applied in a fractal 
manner. Thermal modalities using conduction (hydrocollator packs, wax therapy, etc.) can also implement a 
fractal pattern in through their method of placement or geometrical shape. A method where the thermal sub-
stance is applied in a temporal fractal pattern on the treated area is likely too troublesome for inexpensive solu-
tions such as heat packs. 

In music therapy, many forms of music are inherently fractal where self-similar patterns arise through the 
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verses and chorus. For instance, a typical song may have a basic, repetitive bass or rhythm, but the melody holds 
self-similar variation which separates itself from a repetitive structure and increases its complexity. Fractal tones 
have been shown to be effective in treating tinnitus in comparison to periodic or random-like sounds [147]-[149]. 
In the same sense, fractal tones could be expanded and used in other sound therapies. 

The use of vibration and pressure in physical therapy can be enhanced by applying a fractal pattern. Like 
many forms of music, professional massages are inherently fractal. A massage chair for instance follows that of 
a cyclic, repetitive pattern, whereas a professional massage tends to have a fractal entity as no two strokes have 
the exact same pressure and masseuses tend to vary their techniques, positioning and rhythm. Consequently, 
common sense should indicate that highly periodic or random massage techniques would substantially be less 
comfortable. In this manner, modifying a massage chair to be spatiotemporally fractal should increase the like-
lihood of a more effective and enjoyable treatment. The vibrational frequency, the intensity of the pressure, 
placement or shape of the applied pressure and the timing of pressure or vibration can all be adjusted to follow 
that of a fractal pattern. 

5. Conclusion 
The central question we address in the present review is what stimulus parameters are optimal to effect a change 
or modification in the biological network in question towards recovery. Since healthy physiological dynamics is 
inherently fractal, viz. self-similar, scale-invariant and non-periodic, to encourage the restoration to a healthy 
dynamical state via Hebbian mechanisms, we argue that the optimal stimulus pattern should likewise be fractal 
in character. As a corollary, through Hebbian mechanisms, the conventional periodic stimulus patterns may run 
the risk of inducing or further entrenching the existing pathological periodic dynamics, as evidenced above, and 
thus impeding sustainable recovery. 
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Abbreviations 
λ: Lyapunov Exponent 
ADHD: Attention-Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder 
AL-TENS: Acupuncture-Like Trancutaneous Electrical Nerve Stimulation 
APS: Action Potential Stimulation 
BCM: Beinenstock-Cooper-Munro 
CaM: Catmodulin 
CNS: Central Nervous System 
DBS: Deep Brain Stimulation 
DPL: Deep Penetrating Light Therapy 
EBS: Electrical Brain Stimulation 
ECG: Electrocardiogram 
EEG: Electroencephalogram 
EMDA: Electromotive Drug Administration 
EMS: Electrical Muscle Stimulation 
EPSC: Excitatory Post-Synaptic Current 
EPSP: Excitatory Post-Synaptic Potential 
FES: Functional Electrical Stimulation 
HIFU: High-Intensity Focused Ultrasound 
HVPGS: High Voltage Pulsed Galvanic Stimulation 
IFC: Interferential Current 
IFT: Interferential Therapy 
IRR: Infra Red Irradiation 
LIDC: Low Intensity Direct Current 
LILT: Low Intensity Laser Therapy 
LIPUS: Low Intensity Pulsed Ultrasound 
LLLT: Low-Level Laser Therapy 
LTD: Long-Term Depression 
LTP: Long-Term Potentiation 
MCT: Microcurrent Therapy 
MDD: Major Depressive Disorder 
MENS: Microcurrent Electrical Neuromuscular Stimulation 
MST: Magnetic Seizure Therapy 
MWD: Microwave Diathermy 
NMDA: N-methyl-D-aspartate 
NMES: Neuromuscular Electrical Stimulation 
OCD: Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder 
PDSD: Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder 
PDT: Photodynamic Therapy 
PEMF: Pulsed Electromagnetic Field 
PNS: Peripheral Nervous System 
PSWT: [Pulsed] Shortwave Therapy 
SCENAR: Self-controlling Energy Neuro Adaptive Regulator 
SWD: Shortwave Diathermy 
tDCS: Transcranial Direct Current Stimulation 
TENS: Transcutaneous Electrical Nerve Stimulation 
TMS: Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation 
UVR: Ultraviolet Radiation 
VNS: Vagus Nerve Stimulation 
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